Blue Color: Pantone 2196
Yellow Color: Pantone 115
Illumination 4000k

Fabricated aluminum channel letters and logo. Faces are acrylic plate with translucent vinyl. Letters and logo have face and halo-illumination. Internal illumination is by white LEDs.

Dimension detail - Sign A
CAR WASH

Blue Color: Pantone 2196
Yellow Color: Pantone 115
Illumination 4000k

Fabricated aluminum channel letters and logo. Faces are acrylic plate with translucent vinyl. Letters and logo have face and halo-illumination. Internal illumination is by white LEDs.

Dimension detail - Sign A

Customer: Splash Car Wash, Greenwich, CT
Location: Splash Car Wash, Greenwich, CT
Date: 3-31-21
Revision: John Morrison
Approval: Sheet 3 of 9
Blue Color: Pantone 2196
Illumination 4000k

Fabricated aluminum channel logo. Faces are acrylic plate with translucent vinyl. Letters and logo have face and halo-illumination. Internal illumination is by white LEDs.

Sign B
Blue Color: Pantone 2196 Illumination 4000k

Fabricated aluminum channel logo. Faces are acrylic plate with translucent vinyl. Letters and logo have face and hsio-illumination. Internal illumination is by white LEDs.
Right elevation (East)

- Metal Panel
- Blackout Tint
- Control Joint
- WaterTable EFS
- New Rods T.B.D.
- New Steel Cross Beam
- New Steel Tube Post Support for Parapet and Canopy Support
- New Steel Tube Post Support for Parapet and Canopy Support
- Recess for D.S. Provide Larger Gutter
- Replace Ex. Dryer Vent Louvers
- T.3 Parapet 12'-5"